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Tuchman 

As you were saying, there's a distinction in the interests of term 

contract players and of freelance players. Was there ever any 

feeling, to your knowledge, that Reagan was more the 

representative of one or the other? He himself was a contract player 

at that time. 

Dales 

Yes, he was. I think as a matter of fact--I'm not sure, because I 

don't recall when he came to Hollywood--but I believe he came out 

here under a term contract, probably a six-months contract with 

options. 

Tuchman 

That's true. 

Dales 

Reagan was sympathetic with their problems. He worked at 

Warners, and Warner Brothers' contract players perhaps had more 

difficulties than at other studios. Warner was a very tough 

taskmaster. But he [Reagan] wasn't sympathetic to the point of 
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antipathy to the freelance players. In fact, I think his main efforts in 

the negotiations that come to mind were on behalf of freelance 

players, as had to be the case, because the vast amount of work is 

done by freelance players in the business. True, in the late thirties 

and early forties, there were long contract lists. All studios had 

them--Warners, Metro, Columbia--and they tried to get their top 

stars under term contracts. But, nevertheless, the negotiations 

which occurred had to do with the vast bulk of the membership and 

with the vast amount of work, which was largely day player, 

freelance, weekly freelance, and stunt players. 

Tuchman 

I've noticed in looking through old issues of Screen Actor and other 

sources that very often the economic issues affected minimums for 

the people who were not working with a contract. 

Dales 

Yes, the contract players actually were,one, in a minority, a distinct 

minority, and, two, while they definitely had problems--and I think 

both the '47 and '48 negotiations, which were really one (we just 

merged '47 into '48), had a number of demands with respect to 

term contract players. This was unusual. It never happened before, 

and it's not happened since. And it largely came about because of 

the unhappiness of the Warner Brothers' stock contract people. 

Tuchman 

Of which Reagan was a member. 

Dales 

Of which Reagan was a member, but he was not one of those who 

was particularly unhappy with it. They were largely people of lesser 

standing, economic and artistic standing, who felt that the whole 

system was unfair. What you, the actor, would have would be a 

guarantee of six months; what the producer, of course, would have 

would be options for seven years, longer before they lost the player. 

Tuchman 



Now, was that standard throughout the industry? 

Dales 

That's standard throughout the industry. So the system seemed to 

be overbalanced, and yet that's the nature of option contracts. So 

there was a group at Warners--and it was almost confined to 

Warners--who sought to have the Guild in its negotiations do away 

with options, permit no contract to be longer than a year. The 

difficulty with that, and understandable as their position was, was 

that that was a pretty unbelievable, unrealistic goal from the point 

of view of 99 percent of the actors who weren't term contract 

players and who would love to be, because there was a certain aura 

of potential economic stability being a term contract player, even 

though the options came up periodically, either six months or years. 

Nevertheless, that studio had you under contract, had to give you 

consideration, had tho try to build you for its own sake. And if you 

didn't make it, then you were out, and you were a freelance player. 

So the system was not looked at askance by all actors, as a matter 

of fact, as I say, rela- tively few--and those relatively at one studio. 

Reagan understood them, because he was one, he happened to be 

a term contract player, but I do not think he held any particular 

brief for them. In fact, I think he realized, as did most of our 

negotiating committee, including myself, that this was a matter 

where we might make minor improvements but no outstanding 

changes. It certainly was not a strike issue. The Guild membership 

would never dream of striking over such a thing as this. As a matter 

of fact, we did not do a hell of a lot in that particular area in those 

negotiations. 

Tuchman 

Do you think that changes in the contract player system carne 

about more through the economic effects of the consent decree-- 

Dales 

Oh, yes. 

Tuchman 



--than through any effort on the part of actors themselves? 

Dales 

I don't think that there was a tremendous effort on the part of 

actors. At least it gave us a chance to air our grievances and made 

the studios more aware of our concerns. 

Tuchman 

Weren't these lists, in fact, getting shorter by that time? 

Dales 

That's my point. The cold fact is that the contract player, almost 

from the moment we were talking about him, was becoming a 

victim of the economics of the business. Metro, Warners--they 

dropped their contract players in huge numbers, and that contract 

system has never been revised. It was a very expensive deal for the 

studios, of course. Think back. As part of the whole essence of why 

that was so, studios add forty and fifty and sixty pictures a year 

then. Today, what? Ten? They simply couldn't afford to do it. And 

that was beginning to show itself at the very moment a small group 

of contract players were asking us to look into their plight. So it was 

a tough issue. 

Tuchman 

You mentioned, almost in passing, the basic merging of the 1947 

and 1948 contract negotiations. As I went through the issues and 

also the context in which all of this was going on, I wondered if the 

reason for that had to do with provisions of the very recently passed 

Taft-Hartley Act. After all, in 1947 you had a situation where you 

had a ten-year-old contract corning up basically for renegotiation, 

and I would imagine that the Screen Actors Guild had plenty that 

they wanted renegotiated. But on the other hand you had the Taft-

Hartley Act threatening to take away your closed shop. By 

extending your contract one year, you had one more year to get 

ready for an NLRB [National Labor Relations Board] election that 

would certify you as the representative of the actors, that would 



recertify you in effect. Was that a compromise that you made? 

"Let's get our one-year--" 

Dales 

I'm trying desperately to think of thfactors which led us to, as it 

were, merge the negotiations. We were certainly--[interruption; 

tape recorder turned off] --with respect to all the specifics. I know 

that there were matters of such concern to us that we felt that we 

were losing nothing by waiting. And also we were not making 

progress with respect to the main issue in those negotiations, which 

was what we're going to do about motion picture films being shown 

on television. And there was not a great understanding yet among 

our own membership as to the importance of the issue. We were 

involved in a number of things then, all of which, I think, caused us 

to pick up a few things and delay the main issues until the next 

year. One of them, if I'm not mistaken, was the beginning of a 

dispute over television itself with respect to live versus filmed 

television and what union was going to handle it. AFRA [American 

Federation of Radio Artists] was claiming all television, and they are 

our sister union, as you know. They were largely backed by the 

other actors' unions--Equity. Certainly they had their ear better 

than we did. And we were determined that motion picture television 

was going to be and remain ours as all pictures. That was beginning 

to heat up. That kind of a dispute going on could have weakened us 

in negotiation. So, for one reason or another, but largely those are 

the ones that come to mind, we just let the '47 go to '48. 

Tuchman 

Better to slide. Let me back up before we really get into, say, '48 

and pick up a little on Reagan himself at this period. I have looked 

in his file at SAG--my discoveries are not very exciting or new; I'm 

sure you'll have heard everything--the first thing in the notes is that 

in July '41, he became an alternate on the board for Heather Angel. 

What does that mean, to be an alternate on the board? 

Dales 



Well, when a board member, as Heather, found, for example, that 

she was going to be unavailable, out of town--I think she was going 

back actually to do a play--it was not required that she give up her 

seat on the board, because that was only, relatively speaking, a 

temporary absence. The terms were, as I recall, three years. So she 

was mid-term someplace or maybe in her last year. [Actually she 

had just begun her term.] So the board had a right to appoint an 

alternate to fill her seat, or any such member's seat, until the next 

general election. 

Tuchman 

Do you have any idea why he would have been appointed? Was he 

that noticeable? He had been here just about four years. 

Dales 

He wasn't that noticeable at all. He was urged upon the board, as I 

recall, by Jane Wyman, who said that she knew a guy who really 

had a lot on the ball and who would be, she thought, a real addition 

to the board. Her strong reconunendation, and other people spoke 

up then--they knew him, people at Warners. And I'm not even sure 

that Heather herself had not reconunended him. But it was primarily 

Jane Wyman's boost for him. 

Tuchman 

Was Heather a Warner Brothers' contract player, or was she from 

someplace else? 

Dales 

I don't really know. I don't know. I wouldn't be surprised though. It 

was either there or Metro. 

Tuchman 

Do you have any recollection of his activity on the board at that 

time? In '41? 

Dales 



Only very vaguely. Let's see, that was '41. Well, he certainly made 

himself felt, and not immediately either, but in the weeks and 

months that followed. He was then, as he is now, articulate. He 

spoke with reason, not with experience. Yes, he made an 

impression. I don't have a tremendous impression of any specifics. 

Then came the war years. 

Tuchman 

He was very briefly on the board then. 

Dales 

Well, he was on the board-- 

Tuchman 

Then he was basically away for five years. 

Dales 

Then he was out for a while, for whatever it is, four years; then he 

came back again as an alternate. 

Tuchman 

I notice he was an alternate-- 

Dales 

For Rex Ingram. 

Tuchman 

--first for Rex Ingram and then the very next month for Boris 

Karloff. 

Dales 

Oh, didn't remember that. 

Tuchman 

He must have come back from Culver City. 

Dales 



Out of the service and available. 

Tuchman 

Out of the service is a better way to say it, and Wyman at that time 

was a board member still. I don't know if that had anything to do 

with his returning to the board. 

Dales 

No, I don't remember her going into an act twice. It's that everyone 

of us had been sufficiently impressed by Reagan that when he was 

available, we were delighted to get him back. If you look back at 

the facts--not, unfortunately, my clear recollection--the impression 

he made had to be fairly substantial and fairly immediate in '41, 

then '46, because you realize what happened: in March of '47 

[Robert] Montgomery, [James] Cagney, [Dick] Powell, [Franchot] 

Tone all resigned because of our necessarily adopting a resolution 

that a production interest of any kind would be incompatible with 

being on the board, and they all had that. They were all for the 

policy, and out of all that mishmash of people, we elected Reagan. 

Tuchman 

Let me ask you something about thatI was trying to deduce from 

things I saw what could have accounted for this rise, which perhaps 

could be called meteoric. It was really rather quick. 

Dales 

It was indeed. It was meteoric. 

Tuchman 

His job at Fort Roach had been basically as a personnel officer, to a 

large degree. I was looking through issues of Screen Actor, and I 

noticed a couple of pages every month were given over to the 

activities of returning veterans, to the needs of veterans, and to 

performers visiting veterans, whether these were veterans who 

were actors or just all sorts of veterans. Reagan was active in 1946 

on the Guild's Veterans Services Committee. Would that have been 

actually quite a meaningful and important committee in 1946? 



Dales 

It doesn't strike me as so. It doesn't strike me as so. In that 

connection, no, I don't think so at all. 

Tuchman 

I'll tell you why I asked. That was in '46,and very shortly after that 

in the regular elections of '46, which would have been in the fall, he 

became the third vicepresident. Now, that was the first step, and I 

wondered what could have recommended him to a sufficient 

segment either of the nominating committee and then the 

electorate, as it were, to catapult him to a vice-presidency in a 

period of, say, nine months out of the service. And the veterans 

committee, since it was the only thing I noticed, it was the thing 

that made me ask. 

Dales 

Well, again, I'm not trying to downplay the veterans committee, but 

that just doesn't strike me as a thing that would have done it at all, 

because I can't remember many reports coming from the veterans 

committee. No, think it was simply the recognition by the people 

who met with him every week--our practice in those years was to 

meet everyMonday--was such that his abilities-- 

Tuchman 

Were apparent? 

Dales 

--were apparent. In that area, actors among actors, he's very, very 

strong. He comes across very well. Even with tremendous apparent 

competition, as it were--I mean, not competition for anything, but 

just actor to actor--actors much better known and obviously much 

more successful in the acting profession, nevertheless, accorded 

Ronnie tremendous respect from the beginning. 

Tuchman 



One other thing that I'm forgetting, and I don't know how, is not 

only the veterans but that was the time of the trip to Chicago, the 

CSU [Conference of Studio Unions] strike. 

Dales 

Yes. 

Tuchman 

Now, I notice that Wyman went; he went. I take it that she was an 

active board member in this period. 

Dales 

Oh, yes, she was. 

Tuchman 

It's not just that she was the wife. 

Dales 

Oh, as a matter of fact she preceded Ronnie on the board. No, she 

was very active. 

Tuchman 

It might be of interest to say something of what she was like on the 

board. After all, I'm sure they were very much aware of each 

other's activities. They were long married by this point. I'm talking 

about the postwar period. 

Dales 

No, Jane was not one of the leaders among the board members. 

She was a good, solid board member, good, solid actress, both in 

her profession and viewed the profession from an actor's viewpoint, 

sympathetically with all of the Guild's areas of interest. We could 

always count on Jane. She was a hard worker, but she was not a 

leader. She did have the ability, and I'm not mixing this up with her 

relationship with Ronnie, to recognize in him something 

extraordinary as an actor among actors, and she was right. She was 

a good member. She was not an outstanding inember. 



Tuchman 

What occurred, in fact, to the best of your recollection? I know that 

you didn't go to Chicago in the summer of '46, when Montgomery 

and Reagan and some of the others went. 

Dales 

No, it was a very unusual situation. It was my choice, and I'm still 

wondering exactly why I did it. On my staff was a man named Pat 

Somerset, who was an assistant to me, one of several. And Pat was 

a gung-ho labor man from the beginning. He loved the whole setup 

of the labor movement, and he believed in it implicity. He could 

have been one of those in the early days, the white knights 

charging. And I was not. I came, as I think I might have mentioned 

to you heretofore, from a very conservative background. This was 

the first labor union that I'd had anything to do with, and not 

because it was a labor union, but simply because it was what it was, 

an organization of actors. I never originally really associated it too 

much with the labor movement, nor did many actors. They just felt 

they were on their own, separate and apart. It wasn't that they 

looked down on other labor unions. They did not. Except for actors, 

they'd had no experience with them. Probably their political and 

social life was such that they didn't get any more involved than I 

did. Therefore, I waas so pleased that Pat was involved. He knew 

George Meany well. He knew [William] Green, who was then the 

president [of the AFL]. He knew people, and I don't think I had yet 

attended my first AFL convention. So it seemed to me very natural 

to say to the board members going, "I think the proper staff person 

to introduce you to all these people is the guy who knows them, Pat 

Somerset." Now, somebody's got to tend shop. The Guild went on. 

Business went on, and we were always highly involved in things. So 

I said, "I'11 stay here. There'11 have to be a running commentary 

from you people back here to us; board meetings must go on." So I 

just made that decision. Frankly I've always kind of regretted it 

afterwards, because 

Tuchman 



You missed out on history. 

Dales 

Yeah, I missed that part of history. 

Tuchman 

What reports did you get back from Chicago, and specifically what 

reports with regard to Reagan? 

Dales 

Well, think about that, Mitch. You're not going to get a report back 

about a person. You're going to get a report back about a 

committee. 

Tuchman 

That's true, but surely some names dominate the news, don't they, 

as it comes back to you? 

Dales 

I thought you meant reports from the committee. 

Tuchman 

I don't mean like a report card. 

Dales 

No, I thought you meant what were the committee saying to us? Or 

what did we hear about the committee? 

Tuchman 

What were you hearing-- 

Dales 

Well, we were hearing directly from our own committee. 

Tuchman 

And what was your committee telling you of how things were going? 

Dales 



They were telling us things were very, very rough. See, they were 

trying to do two things: They were trying, one, to get an arbitration 

set up here to handle, what we termed and believed to be and 

believe today to be, a jurisdictional strike of the worst kind, 

inexcusable, and probably, possibly politically motivated. But they 

were also trying to interest the AF of L in setting up a permanent, 

entire, broad-scope arbitration tribunal, only with respect to 

jurisdictional strikes, not necessary just in our industry but 

industrywide. They were saying that they were getting sympathy on 

the broad base, but it's the kind of thing, the mention of arbitration, 

just arbitration, was anathema to many old-liners; and they were 

having trouble with it. People were sympathetic with the situation in 

Hollywood, with our viewpoint of it, and were anxious to do 

something. What they were really wanting to do, the labor people, 

was negotiate a settlement as against setting up machinery. Now, 

that would have been fine with us that far: we wanted any kind of a 

settlement, because we didn't take sides; we wanted the damned 

thing stopped. They were having great difficulty with [William] 

Hutcheson, who was president of the carpenters union, one of the 

key unions in this, and they were telling us this. At the same time 

they said they think they're going to make it, they're going to come 

back with an answer. Reagan was a spokesman. He was not 

necessarily at that moment, as he became shortly thereafter, the 

spokesman for us in this area. Gene Kelly was very popular with 

labor; so Gene was utilized a lot by the committee. 

Tuchman 

In one-to-one conversations with labor leaders? 

Dales 

Yes, one to one, oh, yes. 

Tuchman 

More than large-scale meetings. 

Dales 



Oh, yes. And of course, Montgomery was there at that point, and 

Montgomery was still at that time the spokesman. 

Tuchman 

So that this would not have been a time when Reagan's potential as 

a leader was so outstanding or so recognizable. It depends again on 

your point of view. I would guess that within the committee it 

became apparent. Externally, even to us on the coast, not so. 

Because how could it? We weren't there. But I think, just knowing 

Reagan, he would- well, he had some pretty good competition. I 

say, Montgomery, who was equally facile perhaps in putting things 

in perspective and being able to articulate them and say, "Let's 

divide this into eight points, and under A we'll have three 

subdivisions"--that kind of mind. But the two of them, I would have 

thought, would have become the out standing members of the 

committee, both in Chicago with the AFL and among themselves in 

the committee, and I think it proved to be that. I can remember 

people, Lucille Gleason and others, coming back with just praise of 

Reagan for his handling. 

Tuchman 

Now that was in the summer--I believe it was late summer, perhaps 

August--of '46. In any case, within a month or two there would be 

nominations and an election, and Reagan would be the third vice-

president of the Guild. 

Dales 

Remember that Reagan had stepped in as president months earlier, 

in March. 

Tuchman 

Isn't it the summer of '46 when they all go to Chicago? He steps in 

as president in March of '47. 

Dales 

You're right; it was right after that. Yes, so he became an officer. 



Tuchman 

Shortly thereafter. What interested me was that in his capacity as 

the third vice-president, he was the one to report to a mass 

meeting on October 2, 1946, in the Legion Stadium. 

Dales 

Not because he was third vice-president. 

Tuchman 

Oh, that was not the case? 

Dales 

No. 

Tuchman 

Why was he the one? 

Dales 

Because they felt he was the one who could best do it. It had 

nothing to do with his office. 

Tuchman 

Would this have been his first exposure to the membership as a 

whole? 

Dales 

Well, in any important capacity. 

Tuchman 

Do you have a recollection of how he was received and what that 

performance was like in that meeting where they explained the 

strike from the point of view of the board to the full membership? 

## 

Dales 



I'm having difficulty remembering--I say remember--you may have, 

in your investigations, found that there was a special membership 

meeting called by petition of 350 members of the Guild. Did you run 

into that at all? 

Tuchman 

I don't remember exactly. [Apparently we were talking about the 

same meeting. I'd miscontrued its inception] 

Dales 

All right. We're talking now about '46? 

Tuchman 

October 2, 1946. It was a large membership meeting. Presumably 

the board had met and taken its decision to cross the CSU picket 

line and then present this decision to the membership as a whole, 

and Reagan basically was the one to present the decision. 

Dales 

Are you saying that, or am I saying that? 

Tuchman 

No, that's my reading of the events. Is that the way you recall it? 

Dales 

Actually I don't have nearly as explicit a recollection of that, 

because of subsequent events. I'm sure that that was exactly so; 

but I don't think that that was as exciting a time in one way or 

another as the subsequent events, when the strike was momentarily 

settled and reoccurred. Out of the effort on the part of many people 

in Hollywood, not at all just us--each one thinks that he was 

primarily interested in getting all the parties together--we did set up 

an arbitration. You know, an arbitration did occur: the so-called 

"Three Wise Men." That was largely due to the efforts of that 

Chicago committee, but most particularly Reagan, Kelly, Eddie 

Arnold--Edward Arnold--somehow from the the committee became 

the focal point with the AF of L to keep after it until they agreed to 



do this. The arbitration was held, and a decision was reached. And 

both unions--I say "both unions," both groups--the IA[TSE 

(International,Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees), which as you 

know consists of--what?--twenty-eight, thirty unions, and the 

Conference of Studio Unions, which was composed of a number-- 

Tuchman 

A dozen,I think, at its height. 

Dales 

In that arbitration they won and they lost some. The IA won on 

certain areas and lost on others. They won on the set erectors. 

Hutcheson refused to accept that. Well, it wasn't that. That sounds 

too blunt, too easy. He argued what was meant by it. He argued 

that the matter was unclear and that the set erectors still belonged 

to the carpenters that were supported by the Conference of Studio 

Unions. And there were work stoppages, and the damned thing 

went on and on. The Guild--now, whatever part we may have had in 

the first settlement, the so-called Treaty of Beverly Hills, which 

settled it--we did undertake the second part, after the arbitration. 

We simply were not going to let this thing drag on and put us all out 

of work. But it did drag on, and we kept on going through the lines. 

And there were pickets. I think it was in '46 when it really got 

rough. In an effort to get the thing settled, we called, all by 

ourselves, a meeting--as I say, I mentioned to you earlier--of all the 

unions in Hollywood. We called it at the Knickerbocker Hotel, and I 

found to my horror that I was presiding at that meeting, because 

Montgomery was unavailable, being in the East, and Franchot Tone, 

who was supposed to take Montgomery's place, was ill. But we did 

it. Ronnie was our main speaker, supported by Kelly and Eddie 

Arnold. We had all the dissident groups there. We didn't have 

Hutcheson, but we had his first lieutenant- [Joe] Carnbiano or 

somebody like that--and Herb Sorrell, the whole group, all of them, 

Roy Brewer for the IA, and various locals. It was a large meeting--

probably fifty, sixty, seventy people. At that meeting, after we had 

fielded questions, I called on Ronnie for the main report, 



chronologically, for what he had done, followed by Kelly and Arnold. 

And Ronnie really bore the burden of that meeting. There was 

argument as to whether there should be a --oh, there'd been a 

clarification come down in August (this was October). And the 

clarification didn't clarify. It was just about as ununderstandable as 

the original. We read it, and we thought we understood it, and we 

explained it to the men present. Hutcheson's people, the 

carpenters, argued to why they didn't agree that he was right. It 

got to the point where Sorrell said (he flew his own plane), that if 

Kelly would go with him he would fly back and take Kelly and they 

would see these guys, the Three Wise Men, and get it settled once 

and for all. It sounded very romantic, and Kelly agreed to go. The 

studio would have killed him, because they wouldn't have let him fly 

with anyone, let alone Sorrell. 

Tuchman 

Kelly was calling his bluff to a certain degree? 

Dales 

Kelly was calling his bluff and was ready to go. There he was in 

front of a lot of people, and he said, I'll go, I'll go." But wiser heads 

prevailed, and we said, "Look, before we get into any of that kind of 

thing, let's talk to these Three Wise Men. At our office, the next 

day"--in October--"we'll get the Three Wise Men on a conference 

call with representatives of each of the three component parts." We 

did, and we got them. In that phone call again they were very 

difficult. They made it clear, we thought, yes, that the set erection 

was to go to the IA. "Then why the clarification? And what did the 

clarification mean?" "The clarification wasn't intended to change 

anything,.. they said. Argues the Sorrell people and the Hutcheson 

people "But that isn't what it says." So they [the Wise Men] said, 

What do you mean?" So we started reading it to them over the 

phone, and one of them said, "What are you reading from?" "Your 

clarification. It came out of William Green's office, signed by you 

guys." "We didn't write that"--a mystery, by the way, that was 

never solved. It did arrive, and it was all over Hollywood, and we 



were trying to interpret it; and it was not the clarification that they 

said they ever wrote. In any event, they then made it clear that 

they had meant for the IA to have set erection. 

Tuchman 

And this had been a binding arbitration? 

Dales 

Uh-huh. Sorrell accepted it. So the Conference of Studio Unions 

apparently accepted it. But they didn't go back to work. Sorrell said, 

"However, now I've got some wage demands." By that time we 

even thought that was phoney, because he was just determined not 

to go back. And then Hutcheson made it easy by simply saying, "I 

won't respect that decision anyway. To hell with it." So we said, 

"That's fine. We're just going to keep the studios open," and the 

vast majority of unions agreed with us. Out of 30,000 workers, 

there were 5,000 or less on strike. Then along came a petition to 

the Guild from its members, 350 of them, demanding a meeting to 

review the action of the board, and we held the meeting. That was a 

big one, and that was the one where I remember where Ronnie was 

particularly doing what I consider a magnificent job of reviewing 

step-by-step in logical sequence everything we had done and why 

we felt that this was still neutrality. The people were challenging us 

from the floor, "You can't be neutral. 'If you're not for me, you're 

against me.' If you're going through the lines, you're pro-producer, 

because you're keeping the studios open." 

Tuchman 

Let me ask you, if you remember, was this an extemporaneous 

address he made, or did he work from notes? What kind of speaker 

was he? 

Dales 

It was extemporaneous in the sense that he was not reading, 

extemporaneous in the sense that he didn't even then use three-by-

fives. It was extemporaneous but well prepared, if there is such a 

thing. 



Tuchman 

How did the membership respond? 

Dales 

Well, it was technical, and it was complex. We could spend days if 

we went back over all the issues he was trying to explain. It was 

well received by the majority. It was viciously-- 

Tuchman 

More than the 350 showed up I take it. 

Dales 

Oh, yes, 

Tuchman 

It was a wide spectrum of opinion. 

Dales 

Well, you know, we never had a meeting of over 1,800 probably, 

but that was about what I would guess we had there; because after 

all it was rough, and their livelihood was at stake. It was--vicious 

might not be the right word--it was vigorously attacked, Ronnie's 

[presentation]. 

Tuchman 

During the presentation? 

Dales 

Oh, yes, by the group of people who had asked permission to 

speak. I don't remember them all: Eddie [Edward G.] Robinson, 

Katharine Hepburn, and Alexander Knox, particularly, was perhaps 

the leader of that opposition, just as Ronnie was of the board in 

support of it. So it was vigorously attacked on the grounds. that we 

were not being neutral: our stand was pro-producer, it was 

dangerous to actors, and obviously it was not solving anything. We 

countered, Ronnie countered- primarily as the spokesman--that, to 



the contrary, it was neutral and that if we observed the lines, then 

we were going wholeheartedly with the conference, which we didn't 

believe was correct, and that that would be a lack of neutrality, ahd 

that the only way to solve this thing was to just keep the studios 

open. By an overwhelming vote, they agreed to that. 

Tuchman 

Now, was that vote taken there, or was that one of those mail-in 

ballots? 

Dales 

You always take two votes: you take a vote there, and then there 

was a mail ballot. 

Tuchman 

Has it always been that one confirmed the other? 

Dales 

One confirms the other but usually in a much greater proportion. 

For example, the meeting vote might be five to four 

percentagewise; a mail ballot in those days up till now, as far as I 

know, the board view is overwhelmingly supported. 

Tuchman 

How does the Screen Actors Guild happen to have this double 

balloting system? It seems peculiar, but maybe I'm wrong. 

Dales 

We have a lot of strange things in the Guild. For example, the Guild 

can be dissolved by a vote of the membership, and the assets must 

then be distributed on a pro rata basis, and there's a formula in 

there. No strike can be called without a 75 percent vote--not 

usually. But actors, by their very profession, are not necessarily 

working in the same community at the same time, so our idea of 

democracy was mail ballot. On the other hand, you can't have a 

meeting and not permit them to express their feelings. 



Tuchman 

It's like a play without the last scene. 

Dales 

Right. Also very often at meetings of any union--all unions- they're 

badly attended. We never did feel that we were getting a full 

expression from the membership from the people there, particularly 

when the vote is taken. On important issues votes are very often 

taken at midnight. They talk to death. In the first place, there are 

reports that are necessary on all meetings. By the time you get 

around to where you're really get down to the crux of matters, 

you've got a third of the people who were there in the first place, 

and who knows who that third is. If anybody has a desire to put a 

point over, they hang in there. Other people listen and say,"Let's go 

home." So we viewed the mail ballot as the only real way that you 

could get the essence of the membership feeling. 

Tuchman 

Do you think his performance that night--I hope the word 

performance isn't taken poorly-- 

Dales 

Performance is all right. No, it's all right, because it's like 

negotiations: it's part play-acting. 

Tuchman 

Do you think what he did that night had something to do with his 

becoming president five months later? 

Dales 

Oh, yes. Oh, yes. Oh, sure. It was an overwhelming performance, to 

pick up on your word. It was masterful, and he had some good 

opposition, too. 

Tuchman 



How did he react to his opposition? Did he get angry there on the 

stand? 

Dales 

He only got angry at one person. No, in the first place, he knew and 

liked ate Hepburn. Everybody apparently who knows Kate Hepburn 

loves her. He couldn't possibly...Nor was she vicious. She was just 

simply saying, "This has gone on too long, and it's not working. 

Something else has got to happen." Eddie Robinson he knew and 

liked. The only one, as I recall, of the opposition who got under his 

skin, and whom he answered in kind, was Alexander Knox. Knox 

started his speech by satirizing, almost caricaturing Ronnie's report. 

It's like one of those comics with the telephone calls: five 

telephones, and he doesn't know whom he's talking to. You know 

that kind of thing. Ronnie resented that, and he called him on it. 

Tuchman 

The following March, when Montgomery and a number of the top 

officers resigned, did Reagan simply accede to the presidency 

because he was next in line, or was there a special election? 

Dales 

There was an election. It's a board election only. 

Tuchman 

Oh, within the board? 

Dales 

Within the board. The board replaces its officers and its members 

until the next term. 

Tuchman 

Was he eager for the presidency? Did he campaign in that situation? 

Dales 

No. There wasn't any campaigning. There wasn't anything like that. 

In the first place, this thing came about relatively suddenly. We 



were aware that more and more actors [who] were well-to-do in the 

sense of doing well in the industry and wanting to become well-to-

do in the normal sense had to have more than just a salary, and 

they were getting in a position to demand it. Well, that began to 

bother us a great deal because, although we had no doubts about 

where a Cagney or a Montgomery would stand in any issue, even 

though they had an interest in the production, it's not the kind of 

thing that plays. So we reluctantly, but rather suddenly, when this 

issue began to become apparent, adopted a policy that you can't 

play on both sides of the field and be a board member--supported, 

by the way, by all of those people affected, regretfully so. So, no, it 

was a matter of "Let's replace people." Ronnie was an officer. But it 

would just be by chance- we would never just bounce up someone. 

For a particular meeting, we might. If the president isn't there, the 

first vice-president takes [over], et cetera. But no, just to succeed 

him, it may have been a happy circumstance. I don't recall whether 

the first and second vice-presidents went out either. Had it been, it 

wouldn't have made any difference. They wanted Reagan to lead 

them. 

Tuchman 

To this point, his notable work had been within the field of labor: he 

had gone to Chicago, he had met with labor people, he had dealt 

with actors. But very soon after becoming the president, almost 

immediately, he was involved with a different sort of opposition, and 

that was management in a set of contract negotiations. 

Dales 

Yes. I can't remember--I should, but I can't remember- Ronnie on 

any prior negotiating team. He could have been, but I don't recall 

him. It couldn't have been very long. It could've been in '41 maybe. 

Tuchman 

And there was nothing in '46. 

Dales 

There was nothing in '46. 



Tuchman 

And suddenly he was the head of the negotiating team. How did he 

perform in that situation? Was he really ready for that? Do you 

recall? 

Dales 

Yes, sure I recall. Yes, he was the head, but remember had--and I 

say this somewhat immodestly--strong executive men and strong 

attorneys. Our executives and our attorneys always carried a fair 

burden of the negotiations with a committee. 

Tuchman 

A committee of the board? 

Dales 

Of actors, of board members, or of board and lay members, as it 

were, if you were to use that term. But we were primarily normally 

the spokesmen. I was in my day, and Chet Migden is today. Ronnie, 

I must say, pleasantly surprised all of us, including me, by 

participating beyond what most presidents had done or in my 

experience thereafter did do. They always spoke up, but they would 

speak up on issues, various issues, at a proper time and place, and 

something they had some particular knowledge of or feeling about. 

But Ronnie became an integral part of the team. He and Bill Berger, 

our counsel, and I and Chet Migden--well, Chet wasn't there then--

and Bill Holden--Bill was another one who did that--sat down and 

really did the kind of work that you understand has to be done in 

negotiations--long, arduous hours of prepar ation. So he fit right in 

and became therefore in the public view the leader of the 

negotiations--and happily so. Actually it was at least a triumvirate of 

us within the negotiations. 

Tuchman 

The triumvirate being? 

Dales 



Myself, Berger, and Reagan. 

Tuchman 

But basically the outcome of that negotiation was to extend the 

existing contract? 

Dales 

There were some things going on that were so important that they 

almost overshadowed the negotiation, the timing of the negotiation, 

and besides we weren't happy with the state of affairs even within 

the negotiation with respect to the ability to get our own people to 

understand the emphasis we wanted to put on motion pictures in 

television. And, as I say, there were other concerns, which I can't at 

the moment put my finger on, that made it seem inappropriate to 

really go to what we considered to be possibly a strike issue at that 

time, whereas we could see that the next year it may be better. 

Tuchman 

How about his hospitalization right at that moment with bronchitis? 

Dales 

I've forgotten all about it. 

Tuchman 

So it's not a major-- 

Dales 

Well, it could have been. At this moment I completely forgot about 

it. 

Tuchman 

Then between the 1947 negotiation and the commencement of the 

1948 negotiation, the entire issuof the House On American Activities 

Committee arose, and those hearings were held. 

Dales 

Was it that early? 



Tuchman 

The first set of hearings was in 1947. The second was in 1951. I 

know that he along with a number of people, you and any number 

of people, were called to speak. 

Dales 

Called to speak where? 

Tuchman 

At the hearings. Were you called to Washington, or did you speak-- 

Dales 

I wasn't called to Washington. 

Tuchman 

You didn't speak at that time? Did you speak in '51? Didn't you 

testify? 

Dales 

I never testified before the House On-American Activities 

Committee. 

Tuchman 

How about Reagan and some of the other actors? 

Dales 

Reagan and Montgomery did. 

Tuchman 

They testified in Washington, didn't they? 

Dales 

In Washington, yes. 

Tuchman 



Did this become the consuming issue within the Guild at that time--

after all you weren't in negotiation then--or did it not necessarily 

loom that large? 

Dales 

The hearings before the committee were not a large issue. In fact, 

I'd almost forgotten about them. The issue of communism was very 

large, but somehow we didn't--the committee was back there--we 

didn't pay much attention to it. Well, for one thing, we had been 

convinced by what we deemed to be appropriate evidence that this 

whole jurisdictional strike was not just a normal jurisdictional strike, 

which we'd just been going through, but was inspired by Herb 

Sorrell, whom we believed to be a card-carrying Communist party 

member. And we had good reason to believe that. We had a card 

with the name Herb Stewart, which was his mother's name; and we 

had employed the leading handwriting expert, who was the best 

handwriting expert recognized in the courts here, and he said yes, 

this was Herb Sorrell's signature. And we believed that that was 

mischief making with that strike. We were having difficulties right 

along with a certain minor segment of the Guild, with a couple of 

members on the board, who seemed to be trying to get us involved 

with things that we felt were not appropriate Guild business, and 

who always took a point of view which, well, we deemed radical--I 

suppose today you could say was extremely liberal--and not the 

kind of unionism that we thought we were about. We were very 

conservative actually, when you look back on it. Then the industry 

began to be [concerned]; we began to be concerned. The writers 

had some very, very strong, what we deemed to be proCommunist 

people who were influencing the guilds, or were trying to influence 

the guilds, including us: Lester Cole, not particularly; I don't 

remember Dalton Trumbo (everybody liked him, and if you like 

somebody that much, you hate to believe the worst of them). There 

were some people though--John Howard Lawson--that concerned us 

deeply. And they had their counterparts, or even some of them their 

wives, in the Guild; some of the girls were actresses. In our so-

called intertalent committee meetings, with the writers, directors, 



and actors, these people came to the forefront. Now there was 

beginning to be--I'm not sure about the year now--a concern about 

the possibility of blacklist, because the Guild--and when I say Guild 

here, I can pretty much say that Ronnie's thinking was equated with 

the Guild's thinking, or vice versa, complemented Ronnie's; the 

Guild's thinking officially pretty much lined up with his position. 

Tuchman 

What was the depth of his feeling on this issue and of the board's? 

Dales 

Looking back on it again, I find it very difficult. I would say this: we 

didn't feel it at all appropriate that there would be, nor would we 

have wanted to stand still for, an industrywide blacklist. 
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Dales 

The point of view is so difficult to express and probably has been 

well expressed someplace, but I don't have. It was roughly this: an 

industrywide blacklist was unthink able. It would be totally improper 

and subject to all kinds of dangers and something that we would not 

sit still for. On the other hand, there had been a war, we (the 

nation) were having problems--politically--with the Soviet Union. 

There was lots of evidence of Communist infiltration into the arts 

and into the various media. In the motion picture business there 

was a certain sympathy on the part of actors that led to an 

understanding that while there shouldn't be, and couldn't be, an 

indus trywide blacklist, one would be hard put to say to a studio if 

some actor or actress made himself obnoxious to the public that 

they should have to risk putting him in a picture. Reluctantly we 

understood that. So we wanted to bring the matter out in front. We 

wanted to say to those people who had been involved in the 

Communist movement, which was extant--there were cells here, of 

course; I have friends today who tell me now that they were in 

those cells--we wanted them to break it up. It was difficult to say to 



somebody, "Go tell on somebody. But tell us, and then let's see if 

we can advise you. Level with us." Then, almost while we were in 

that problem, it began to be apparent that while there was not an 

industry blacklist, there were individual studio blacklists: the very 

kind of thing that we understood and yet we didn't like. But we 

understood it: How could somebody put a man in a $5 million 

project if the next day he was going to be blasted as a Communist 

or treasonous, you know? But then the thought occurred--and there 

must have been an incident that brought it to our minds--well, if 

individual studios are doing this, how does any actor who's not 

working know that he's not on the list at that studio? Maybe he's 

worked at Warners three or four times a year and then this year 

none--perhaps something there. That did concern us, and we began 

going to the studios and saying, "What are you doing? How are you 

doing it?" in a sense almost privately. The Guild knew what was 

going on, but it was an individual action. Reagan among them, 

Brewer, myself, all of them, many people would say, "Look, 

somebody isn't working. We want to know why." Now, the casting 

office is going to tell you, "Well, we didn't have any part for him." 

So we had to go beyond the casting office. We had to go to the 

heads of the studios, and say, "We're concerned." Or we'd get a 

report from somebody, and finally the studios got to be willing to 

talk to us, and say, "No, we have nothing" or "We are concerned 

about this guy, because it's all over the New York papers that he did 

this, that, and the other." And then we would go to that fellow, and 

say, "Here's the problem. How can we help? I mean, How can you 

help yourself, and we'll be willing to try and straighten it out with 

you." Then we were beginning to find that there were people on the 

list who shouldn't be, who were simply there in error--a similarity of 

names or a false report, untrue reports--and that became almost a 

career for Reagan certainly, among others, in correcting this. 

Tuchman 

Do you think it became more than just a matter of correcting 

problems that existed for particular actors to the point where it 

became--I should think this question out before I ask it, but I'm just 



wondering how much more it became than just a reaction to a case-

by-case problem. Or did it become more than that? 

Dales 

Well, no, not really, except that we took all kinds of stands, public 

stands, at least one of which has been repudiated since: we at one 

time went so far--probably against labor law--and that was to say in 

order to join the Guild you must say that you are not a Communist 

or the member of any organization seeking the overthrow of the 

government by force. In those days it sounded perfectly proper, but 

there were people, of course, who didn't think so. They felt that 

freedom to think what you want and to join what you want was 

above all; we didn't at that time. We thought that this was a matter 

of patriotism and of propriety. So, there was lots of fire, things 

going back and forth in the air and the papers on that stand. And 

we lost some board members on account of it: one refused to 

appear before the House On-American Activities Committee. Reagan 

was not subpoenaed, to my knowledge. I think Montgomery and 

Reagan among others volunteered to go. But, you know the thing 

that concerns me today, Mitch, and I don't know the answer--and 

this is the wrong place to be saying it--at that time I'd never heard 

of [Joseph R.] McCarthy. There wasn't McCarthyism. 

Tuchman 

A little too soon really. 

Dales 

Was that why? Was that it? 

Tuchman 

By '47 it was certainly too soon for McCarthy. 

Dales 

We never thought of that term. Well, as I say, so much of our effort 

was spent in trying to clear actors, either persuade them to help 

themselves with our help or help them when they were unjustly 

being, or unfairly being, deprived of employment. 



Tuchman 

Well, in the same way that the name of McCarthy has been 

associated with all of this to the point where 've think of 

McCarthyism as something that--it actually precedes the advent of 

McCarthy within this issue. After all in '47 he would have been a 

freshman congressman, not a senator [this may be an error, he 

may have been a freshman senator]. In the same way we might 

begin to believe that the policies of the Screen Actors Guild at this 

moment should all be associated with the name of Reagan only. 

But, as you say, his opinion was in fact the opinion of many people 

on the board? 

Dales 

Yeah, that's right. 

Tuchman 

Was he persuading other people to be of this opinion, or was he 

really a leader of like-minded people at that moment? 

Dales 

A leader of like-minded people but with obvious dissidents. Reagan 

was strong and popular and vocal and articulate, but it was not a 

one-man board. Think of some of the people he had with him. You 

know, Bill Holden wasn't exactly anybody that you could just forget 

that he was in a room. There were so many people, not merely star 

names, who were--as I mentioned one to you before we started, Gil 

Perkins, a stunt man, an Australian by birth, very, very strong 

person. We had lots of them, so it was not a one-man board. The 

closest it came to that was many years later, when he was brought 

back in '60. 

Tuchman 

Was there a point in that five years when he hit the height of his 

popularity and then declined? 

Dales 



No. 

Tuchman 

Or was he evenly popular throughout the five years? 

Dales 

It just went right on. There may have been people getting tired of 

one man being president that long. I just say that; I don't have any 

particular recollection of it. But among them would be Ronnie 

Reagan, who felt that he was maybe stifling some competition that 

could come up as he had come up. 

Tuchman 

Was the issue of blacklisting ever a point of negotiation with 

producers? Did this arise by 1948? Was this part of your discussion? 

Dales 

No, no. By that time we were so involved with the normal 

negotiations of wages and conditions; and actors' conditions needed 

a lot of help, let alone wages. More than minimums, the conditions 

were often more important. But with the advent of television facing 

us and with our fears about motion pictures going into television, 

that just became so overwhelming that it became the whole basis of 

the argument in '48. 

Tuchman 

Well, let me ask you then: you go into the '48 negotiations with this 

issue that is of great importance to the actors, and yet when that 

negotiation was ended, you had an agreement from the producers 

to negotiate in the future regarding the licensing of films for TV in a 

contract that was to run for about two and a half years, but in fact it 

didn't occur. Why? 

Dales 

What didn't occur? 

Tuchman 



Well, you really didn't in that period of two and a half years get a 

formula for residuals. 

Dales 

What I'm saying, and saying badly, is I think the board was ahead 

of the membership in its understanding of the potential of 

television. It wasn't too long after that that we began negotiating 

for television pictures per se, pictures made for television, and 

shortly thereafter commercials. But the thing that concerned us at 

this time was that the producers had us, the board--you have to 

distinguish, I guess, the board versus the membership. The 

producers had taken from time inunemorial all rights to do whatever 

they wanted with the pictures, as they explained in negotiations ad 

infinitum. Just as you can buy a Ford and take the engine out of the 

Ford and attach it to a mill or anything, so they had the right to do 

with pictures as they wanted, to show them on any device or any 

method now or hereafter invented. And they felt that very strongly, 

just as today they have certain feelings that they are evidencing 

very strongly. We, the board, I think as almost distinguished from 

the membership, were concerned that if we didn't get in there 

pretty quickly a pattern was going to be set and we were going to 

lose. 

Tuchman 

Did you feel that the producers' position was philosophically 

justifiable? 

Dales 

No. Well, no, I certainly didn't. What misled us a little bit was the 

producers' point of view, at least as expressed to us, "You guys are 

crazy. Why do you worry about this? Why would we think of putting 

our pictures into television? Ours is a theatrical business. If people 

can stay home and look at it on a television set, who's going to go 

to a picture? We not only make pictures, we own pictures. We 

wouldn't even make pic- tures for television; we'd be competing 

with our theaters." 



Tuchman 

That's right, they owned the theaters. Well, but the consent decree 

was coming. 

Dales 

I know. But at that time. Theater is the life of the producer. What 

else? And they considered television as opposition, true, but live 

acts, variety. 

Tuchman 

Much of television was being produced not by picture people, but by 

sponsors and their agencies. 

Dales 

Almost entirely in New York and by advertising agencies and 

networks. 

Tuchman 

So that the studios themselves were not really involved in 

production-- 

Dales 

They didn't want to be. 

Tuchman 

--but just in licensing material that they chose. 

Dales 

That's right. And we said, "You can't license." And they said, "We 

wouldn't want to license." Well, it was kind of an awkward thing. We 

said, "Well, if you wouldn't want to, then sign with us." No, we can't 

do that." And there were 18,000 reasons. There were legal reasons 

and financial reasons: "The banks won't let us," this kind of thing, 

you know. But they were not. Neither were they putting stuff on 

television--or offering it. Now, entranced as we were with the 

subject, how do you get a strike vote on something that's not 



happening and there's no threat of it happening and the studios are 

saying the same thing we're saying: "We're doing the business"? 

And we just didn't think our people would go...finally we did. When 

we realized that this was going to be a strike issue, and we made a 

good contract other than that, and that really was, again, we'd 

almost done a good part of that in '47, and it took us till '48 to 

figure out we didn't want to strike, because we didn't think we'd 

have--frankly--a successful strike over an issue which was not a live 

issue, but only potential. So, one of the things that Reagan, our 

counsel--I think it was actually at that time still Laurence Beilenson 

when I said Berger; yeah, it was--Reagan, Beilenson, two others, 

and I said, "Well, there's only one step back from the strike, and 

that is to give us the right to strike if they put the pictures on 

television. If they won't agree, then at least we may terminate 

without legal responsibility, and no contract pJayer may be sued for 

breach of contract." All that, we spelled it out, and we thought that 

we had them. Ultimately, as the issue became more clear and 

apparent, and as it became an issue, that is to say, when they 

might suddenly want to change, then we'd be ready to go and we 

could strike in midstream and we wouldn't have to wait for the 

termination of the contract. 

Tuchman 

But the contract, in fact, contained a no-strike clause. 

Dales 

I know, but this was an exception. 

Tuchman 

Oh, there was a no-strike clause, but this was an allowable 

exception. 

Dales 

I don't know if strike is the right word; we could terminate the 

contract, and then your no-strike clause disappeared, because it's 

part of the contract. And that we did negotiation after negotiation. 



Tuchman 

Another thing in that contract was a 100 percent union shop. 

Dales 

Yes. 

Tuchman 

Now, was that a reaction to the Taft-Hartley? 

Dales 

No, no. Well, yes, to a certain extent, it was. But we had started 

with, what, 80 percent, and we just were cleaning up loopholes. 

When we went into a negotiation, we would go over the contract 

paragraph by paragraph--what's good, what's bad--in addition to 

talking to the actors about what's new and what do you want. So, 

this was just a correction that we felt was timely. 

Tuchman 

How major a problem was something called "new faces," where the 

producers would bring in someone who wasn't really an actor to do 

a day or two's work because, after all, they wouldn't have to join 

the union for thirty days? 

Dales 

It was a perpetual, to be blunt, pain in the ass. 

Tuchman 

But was it ever a major negotiating point? 

Dales 

No, because there was not too much that one could do about it. 

They were legally protected. Even with a 100 percent Guild shop, 

you still had Taft-Hartley to deal with: you know, you had a thirty-

day waiting clause. 

Tuchman 



I read also about something the producers did that you didn't like, 

but somehow if I try to think (here's a mixed metaphor) if I try to 

think in their shoes-- 

Dales 

I like that. Go ahead. 

Tuchman 

--I almost have to see their point of view. And that was the 

business of England and perhaps some other countries saying, "You 

can show your pictures here. You can't ex port the money. So you 

better make your pictures here." And then you have the runaway 

production problem. Reagan himself made The Hasty Heart in 

England; I don't know if that was the reason it was filmed there. 

Dales 

I don't know either. 

Tuchman 

Was runaway production becoming a contract negotiation point? 

Dales 

It was a tremendous problem, tremendous problem. 

Tuchman 

Now, I wonder if he was compromised at all on that issue, having 

gone to England himself to make one of these runaway pictures. 

Dales 

I don't recall the picture. We recognized that some pictures had to 

be made abroad, not for the reason of financial interests-- 

Tuchman 

But location? 

Dales 



Yes, or the very basis of the story, location, legiti mate, would 

require--it would certainly justify--making pictures abroad, and we 

tried to distinguish them in that way. The things we fought 

viciously, as hard as we could against, were pictures that had no 

reason to go abroad, doubly so because it was very difficult to get 

American actors in even as a lead abroad. So, yes, that was a fight 

that went on for years, and I suppose in a sense it never stopped, 

except that English production primarily has fallen to nothing today. 

Tuchman 

Then it sounds like neither the runaway production issue nor the 

issue of so-called new faces was ever something that was resolved 

in a contract in this period. 

Dales 

It never was resolved in a contract. We used economic pressure. We 

used political pressure. Later on we joined the International 

Federation of Actors and used tremendous pressure. We drove a 

television series all over Europe: Harry's Girls, Metro was making it, 

there was absolutely no reason it couldn't have been made on their 

backlot. And they just went all over Europe, and we just had actors' 

union after actors' union refuse, not to drive it back here, but to 

say, "Make it wherever you want, but make it under the same 

conditions as you would had you made it here." And finally they did. 

Tuchman 

Do you recollect that Reagan was any different in his performance, 

again, as a negotiator by '48 than he had been in '47? 

Dales 

No. As a matter of fact, those things so merge that to me they were 

one, almost a continuation. It really was that. No, I would say that 

Reagan was a fine negotiator, but he was not any more outstanding 

at that time than some other actor-negotiators. We had some 

excellent negotiators What he was better at, even then, was in 

translating the results of those negotiations back to a board and 

then to a membership. His ability to portray the whole picture- what 



there was, how we got there, what trades were made, why they 

were made, and the benefits, or the detriments, whatever. 

Tuchman 

And how about in the actual development of those trades in the 

negotiations, was that--? 

Dales 

He was an aggressive man, depending on the situation; which is to 

say, he was two men, as I think most negotiators have to be: 

aggressive fighter across the table, then in conference among 

ourselves in our caucuses more realistic, most realistic--"Look, what 

are we going to get, what do we need? If we can go this far with A, 

maybe we can go that far and then we can get a hunk of B"--most 

reasonable, realistic in conference, but aggressive-to the point of 

tempery in negotiations, of losing his temper. 

Tuchman 

How did management react to him? 

Dales 

Well, Ronnie's a likable guy. They disliked others of us more than 

they disliked Ronnie even though he would per haps get away with 

more in terms of fighting them. I don't think there's ever been a 

president of the Guild who didn't, because of negotiations, inwardly 

have some feeling of "I'm not doing myself and my career any 

good." 

Tuchman 

That was my next question. 

Dales 

I'm certain that Reagan had this feeling after five, six years. He had 

two feelings: one, I'm fighting them; and worse than that, because 

that they expect, they know that, they respect, but they begin to 

think of me as a business man, not as an actor. And I think he had 

a point. I think he had a point. When you see a fellow across the 



table all the time, and you're arguing cold facts and dollars, you're 

not thinking of him in terms of how would he look opposite Bette 

Davis in something. 

Tuchman 

Too bad he never played in that period--and you know I've seen a 

lot of his movies, probably as many as anyone; I've seen about 

three dozen of the fifty-five features--I can't think of his ever 

playing, until The Killers in '64, a business person. 

Dales 

No, that's right. 

Tuchman 

He certainly was never cast as one. 

Dales 

But his point wasn't what he'd be cast as, but that he not be cast. 

Tuchman 

At all. In fact, this was the period when he got more cowboy-

outdoor-type roles than at any other point. And even those kind of 

followed his presidency. 

Dales 

Back to a point that you sort of started to make and maybe didn't 

want to jump the years that fast, I would say that, instead of 

Reagan '47 versus '48, if you'd asked me Reagan during any of that 

period and '60, I'd say I saw distinct growth. I saw him really 

assume a tremendous leadership and leap in the 1960 negotiations. 

Tuchman 

Should we go to the 1960 [negotiations]? 

Dales 

I don't know. It was just that you were saying had he changed. I 

think that he became much more adroit and much stronger in '60. 



Tuchman 

I was just thinking for a moment: Should we pass along to '60 and 

come back to a few things? 

Dales 

I'll tell you, my difficulty is--and I can't help it; I didn't create this 

situation--I can't think of things that were of great interest to the 

Guild, but I can't think...the Guild is not a one-man organization. 

We had salary stabilization, which took us back to Washington time 

and time again, because salary stabilization--this was in the fifties, 

in Reagan's time--was murder to the profession. Whereas a grocery 

store clerk or a secretary, or what have you, on a given day is 

making the salary that he or she made the day before and the day 

after. If working as actors, their whole life didn't go that 

way,freelance actors most particularly. If they're hired by the day, 

they would get a better rate than if they were hired by the week.If 

they got a six-week guarantee, they would get a lesser salary than 

if they got a one-week guarantee. If they worked in a Republic 

western, they would take a lower salary than if they worked in a 

Metro big picture. Or they could have been doing a charity film. But 

this was the way that salary stabilization ran: what you were doing 

on x day, November 18? Prove to us that that isn't your salary. And 

we all spent--I can't tell you--months of time in hearings, here and 

in Washington, Reagan among us, trying to show, and with some 

degree of success, that they couldn't apply these tests to actors. 

Tuchman 

Maybe the question I should ask you then is: Was he equally 

involved in all these issues, or did he delegate some and take others 

as his particular province? 

Dales 

Well, remember, again, the president of the Guild is just that, 

simply the presiding officer, and he doesn't really have the power to 

delegate to a large degree. There's a routine built up; that is 

natural. He has the power by appointing committees and perhaps 



even in creating committees. But it was a fairly routine set of 

circumstances with which we'd approach any problem. So he, as 

president, was involved in virtually all important issues. There 

wasn't any that he ducked, but in some he was less necessary than 

in others. For example, in salary stabilization, a lot of it was just 

plain, hard work. We would interview studios and try to get 

statistics on studios from agents as to the varying salaries and 

circumstances, and this is just compilation. 

Tuchman 

It's executive staff work then. 

Dales 

Yeah, executive staff work. Then we'd take them back to 

Washington. I remember, I don't know why, I went with Dick 

Carlson, not Ronnie Reagan, to appear before a senate committee. I 

went with Lee Bowman to appear before a senate committee. Why 

not Reagan? I have no idea. It wasn't a matter of delegating. It 

seemed to be the appropriate time and place to do that kind of 

thing. He certainly evinced no jealously. He didn't try to get in front. 

He didn't try to take all the glory. He might be in a picture, and if 

Richard Carlson was available. "Well, Dick, you're good at this. You 

go." In a sense, delegation, but not in the technical sense. We had, 

of course, during those years--fifties, '51- two things: one, we had a 

bitter fight, I mentioned, with our sister unions over holding onto 

motion picture television, and Ronnie certainly participated in that. 

He testified, as many of us did, in a number of NLRB elections 

fighting AFRA [American Federation of Radio Artists], and we won 

them all. But we were fighting for our jurisdiction at the same time 

that we were negotiating. Now, this I think, even more than '48, 

was, up to that date, Ronnie's finest hour: negotiating the first 

television contract; not commercials, because they came after he 

left the presidency. They came in Walter Pidgeon's time. But Ronnie 

was marvelous--I think perhaps he did as good a job as he ever did 

until '60--in leading, with the team, the negotiations in television. 

We had everything going that could possibly go. We had a fight over 



the very jurisdiction over the thing we were trying to negotiate. We 

had the major producers on the one hand and a group of 

independent producers led by Hal Roach on the other hand, and we 

were negotiating with both groups simultaneously. 

## 

Dales 

When I hear talk of "professional" negotiators--and I am not sure 

that the term has ever been defined--I suppose a professional 

negotiator is a guy who has negotiated a few times, because you 

don't take too many courses in college about professional 

negotiating that I could ever see. So, I was and Berger was, we 

were considered professionals; Ronnie certainly was not, but he 

acted like a professional, because we were balancing so many balls 

in the air all at the same time. We'd meet with the Hal Roach group 

on a Monday, and then on a Wednesday we'd meet with the majors 

on the same issues. We intended to break the majors down by 

making a deal with the Roach group. All of them are adamant that 

there is no such thing in their world as ever paying for reuse of a 

film. 

Tuchman 

Oh, this was over the residuals issue then? 

Dales 

That's the main issue, because we weren't having any trouble with 

minimums, that kind of thing. 

Tuchman 

Well, wasn't it also the issue of how many times you may broadcast 

something made specifically for television? 

Dales 

We're talking about pictures made specifically for television. 

Tuchman 



Oh, I see. I'm sorry. 

Dales 

All this time. So, yeah, how many times and how long? And both 

sets of producers were absolutely adamant that this is utterly--it's 

practically un-American. "How dare you? You buy something. You 

pay for it. We pay you adequately. We pay you people munificently. 

Now you tell us we can't use the stuff? It's ours!" And we said, 

"That's what we're telling you. You're talking economics of the 

1900s, and this is 1950. It's a whole, new ball game." I can 

remember sitting around with the independent group, big Hal Roach 

with that big chin and his pipe in his mouth and furious, red, and 

Ronnie saying, "Now, Hal, this is not an offer, but let me ask you: 

You wouldn't give an actor a thousand dollars for a repeat. You 

wouldn't give him a hundred. Would you give him that pipe you're 

smoking? Would you give him a pencil? Would you concede the 

principle at all?" "Absolutely not." So, it looked to us like we were 

going to have two strikes going against both sets of producers. 

Ronnie was, I think, marvelous. What happened was the major 

producers, the people we were trying to break by using the 

independents, actually gave in first. I think the thing that convinced 

them, if there was one final thing, was, as it turned out, their fear 

that if we got reruns for television, somehow we would ask for the 

same thing for pictures made for theaters. 

Tuchman 

Reissues. 

Dales 

Reissuing of films. And Ronnie was fairly honest about that. He told 

them, "That's a dream. Actors can have it. They can dream. But not 

in our time." And they had to believe him. "We're not going to try. 

I'm against it. I know that it's impossible." And they gave in, and 

that broke the other producers then. We got our first contracts. But 

it was endless days and nights bouncing between groups of 

producers and at the same time fighting off AFRA. And, as I say, I 



think Ronnie matured at that time - to be one hell of a leader, a hell 

of a leader. 

Tuchman 

Would he get discouraged? Would he always be optimistic? What 

was he like? 

Dales 

No, he was not discouraged. He wouldn't get discouraged. He would 

suffer, as we all did. But, of course, he was very good also as a man 

with whom I worked; he would say, "God, I pity you. You're going 

to be here tomorrow. I'm going to Colorado tomorrow. I'm going to 

make a picture. You're sitting here with this damned problem, and 

I'm going to go away." He made you feel that he appreciated you. 

He's very good about that with the people with whom he works. 

He's a good guy to work with. But, no, he didn't get discouraged. He 

was always seeking, always seeking, and he didn't necessarily 

expect to come up with the answers himself. But he would come in, 

and he would have half a dozen different ideas: "What do you think 

about this? Have we ever tried this?" Now, where he got them I 

don't know: whether he thought them up or whether in the days 

between times that we would meet he'd talk to other people. So, he 

was always exploring, and then he would listen most attentively to 

our reactions to those suggestions--and fairly. I mean not just 

listen. But he would take criticism very well. I would say, "That just 

won't play. Why it's no good? For these reasons." "I understand 

that. Never thought of that." He wouldn't fight it. 

Tuchman 

, Were the actors the first to use the strategy of playing the 

independents against the majors when it came to negotiating? 

Dales 

I don't know. It wasn't a strategy that was really pre-created. It 

happened, and we utilized it. As a matter of fact, I said, and I think 

Reagan agreed with me thereafter, during the course of most 

negotiations I would much rather have everypody around the table 



at one time because you're going to come out with a deal you can 

live with. We might get one studio isolated and make a hell of a 

deal. So what? There was no way we could force that on the--I'd 

rather bite the bullet, and say, "Here's--take on a network. We used 

to beg the networks to get into the same negotiations instead of 

sitting there on the sidelines and then negotiating with us later, and 

finally that did happen. The Writers Guild very often used the 

divide-and-conquer bit, but I think they had the same problems that 

we had: you could make a deal with one group that you couldn't sell 

to the other, so what have you done? 

Tuchman 

How about Reagan's choosing not to run in '52? Do you think it was 

that he had manageu to conclude a TV contract? Do you think he 

had his career problems to worry about? 

Dales 

Well, he certainly felt then, "Look, I'm not a professional labor 

leader. What am I doing here? This is my sixth year. I'm an actor. I 

have other fields to conquer." He wanted to get out. And also he 

was beginning to be a power within the Guild to the point where he 

recognized it, that he was having too much influence, that he was 

able to handle the board. And I say, he recognized it, specifically, in 

words to me, saying, "Jack, I'm not comfortable. I'm beginning to 

wonder: is there anything that I can't get out of the board?" I don't 

think he'd like that repeated, because it sounded, one, egotistical; 

two, it sounded like he had a weak board. And neither was true. It 

was simply that week after week of meeting with them and being 

able to debate with them and having good sense and, I would hope, 

some good advice, because we had an executive committee. There's 

always a committee surrounding the president which meets with 

him and discusses matters which are going to come before the 

board later. So he always had a head start. But all presidents had 

that. 

Tuchman 



Let me take you on a brief digression. 

Dales 

All right. 

Tuchman 

He was married in March 1952 to Nancy Davis, but I see that she 

was on the board at least part of '50 and all of '51. 

Dales 

She was on the board before she was married to Ronnie. 

Tuchman 

I think they met when she was making East Side, West Side, which 

was 1949. Now, was she on the board quite independently of him? 

Dales 

Oh, yes. Oh, yes. 

Tuchman 

How did she come to be on the board? 

Dales 

Why wouldn't she? 

Tuchman 

No reason in the world, but was she recognized as particularly 

vocal, or had she spoken up at meetings? What brought her to the 

board, in essence? 

Dales 

I don't know. We had nominating committees--three from the board 

and six or nine from the membership--and they would come up with 

lists of names, people that they had worked with and felt were 

interested in the Guild, would accept the damned job in the first 

place, because by the fifties, you know, the glamour had worn off. 

In the thirties and the early forties, it was wonderful, but after that 



it was a damned chore, and you're fighting for your life; you're 

fighting your own membership. It isn't a job where you get too 

many cheers, even from your own members. 

Tuchman 

Do you remember her on the board? 

Dales 

Not particularly. Not particularly, no. I think she came on as a 

contract player from Metro. How or why I have no idea, and she 

was quite quiet, quite quiet. 

Tuchman 

Now, from '52 till '59 was Reagan on the board continuously? 

Dales 

Yes. 

Tuchman 

What kind of role did he play in that period? 

Dales 

It had to be less of a role, because I don't remember too much 

particularly about Reagan during that period. 

Tuchman 

You don't remember him accidentally trying to play president, or 

anything like that? 

Dales 

Oh, no. Oh, no. Oddly enough, that's strange, because I remember 

him personally. We had a personal relationship. We were friends. 

We'd go to each other's homes. But I don't remember anything 

outstanding on the board. He certainly didn't try to keep on being 

president. 

Tuchman 



What brought him back in '59? How did that happen? 

Dales 

We did. As I say, think the membership and the board recognized 

Reagan's abilities primarily during the television negotiations of '52-

-'51 and '52--and our fight with the TVA (President's Committee of 

Television Authority). He was a real outstanding leader. So, when 

we approached '60, and we had now determined that several things 

were going to happen in '60: we were not any longer going to do 

this escape clause that we put in '48. We were going to get rid of it. 

We were going to say, "Now is the time to make the deal about 

pictures going into television," because in the preceding couple of 

years some small studios had done that and made deals with us: 

Monogram Studios-- 

Tuchman 

Monogram was the first. 

Dales 

--and one or two others. We knew that was going to be the battle--

there was no secret about it; the producers made no secret about 

it--so we wanted a strong leader, and everybody's mind turned back 

to Ronnie Reagan. 

Tuchman 

Everybody? The executive staff and the board? 

Dales 

The board, not the executive staff. Not excluding us, but, no, the 

board made that decision. Strictly, staff has damned little to say 

about who gets on the board or who's an officer. And I say that 

truly--which is not true in many unions--but I, for one, made it a 

policy to stay away from nominating committees, and I told them, 

"I work here. You elect your officers." They would come to me at 

times and say, "What do you know about somebody?" and "Have 

you ever worked with him?" or "Could you work with him?" but I 

never made any affirmative suggestions. 



Tuchman 

Now, by this time his career was largely in television. He hadn't 

made a picture since the late fifties, and he wasn't going to make 

one until '64. 

Dales 

It didn't look like he was going anyplace. 

Tuchman 

Who broached the subject to him, and do you know how he 

reacted? 

Dales 

No, I can't remember who broached the subject to him. It was 

broached on the board. I remember discussion about it. 

Tuchman 

A discussion where he was present or where he was absent? 

Dales 

No, where he was absent. Maybe it wasn't at a board meeting. It 

may have been at an executive committee. It might have been in 

the office. But board members talking about--I can think of some of 

them: Walter Pidgeon was one. George Chandler was one. I can't 

think who else. Leon Ames. Everyone was concerned about this 

forthcoming negotiation, and the thought occurred, "How could we 

do worse? We must go back to Ronald." It seemed natural. Ronnie 

was very reluctant to do it. He felt that, you know, you've done it 

once you've done it, and it might even be construed as a sign of 

weakness to go back. But he was talked out of that, and he was 

elected. 

Tuchman 

Was he elected overwhelmingly? 

Dales 



Overwhelmingly. I'm not even sure there was opposition. 

Tuchman 

But was there any--oh, well, that almost answers the question. 

Dales 

I don't know. I don't recall. I don't think there was. 

Tuchman 

And how did he perform now, either as compared to earlier or just 

how did he perform in these negotiations? 

Dales 

Well, I thought he was great, because it was difficult, and for one of 

Ronnie's temperament, a man who can let it get to him and can lose 

his temper--only briefly, he recovers quickly--he did, I thought, a 

magnificent job. It wasn't just in the negotiations themselves. Well, 

as you know, we were not able to convince the producers of 

anything satisfactory to us, and we did strike, and negotiations 

actually broke off. Now, they didn't really break off. They seldom 

ever really break off totally. Ronnie and I would meet with the 

producers. Sometimes the heads of the companies in New York 

would come out unannounced, and they would talk. I can't think of 

the man's name, the head of Metro at that time. We had some 

meetings at the Beverly Hills Hotel, not to try to solve it, but to get 

back into negotiations so that both sides could hit at the deal some 

more. We had to have some leads: "If you did this--" For example, 

they would say, "God, if we can--Well, all right, we'll work out a 

future deal for you, so you can, from every picture made hereafter, 

get something." 

Tuchman 

And why was that not acceptable? 

Dales 

Well, it was pretty good, but we had the belief that the producers 

owed us for those twelve years past, that they had almost conned 



us into a sense of security by this constant reiteration of this same 

clause. And we never frankly dreamed of the time when they would 

say, "Look, we've got so much involved in money in those pictures 

that we'd probably be better to go out of business and take our 

pictures with us"--because the sixties weren't the hottest time for 

motion-picture making; there were several studios in deep trouble. 

Tuchman 

Fifties it must have been. 

Dales 

Sixties. I mean, in '60. I beg your pardon. In '60 there were several 

studios in deep financial trouble. We even wondered if they were 

going to survive. But it was a matter of self-delusion: we just 

believed that we had that thing corning to us. 

Tuchman 

Why did you wait till '60? Why didn't this come up finally in '55 or 

56 or '57? 

Dales 

Because still at that time nobody put any pictures into television. 

They were still getting that same talk and believing it and that 

pictures made for television were television; who the hell would 

want to see an old movie? 

Tuchman 

So that still wasn't the prevalent programming. 

Dales 

That's right. Then when the Monogram thing started, we said, "Well, 

gee, if we can start with the Monogram Company, enough said, 

we've got to go." We really believed that we could make a deal. 

Tuchman 



The Hollywood Reporter said that many actors didn't want to strike 

and that some feared to say so and others, it said, "were whipped 

into line," whatever that might mean. 

Dales 

I don't know how to answer that. Remember, if actors didn't want to 

strike, they had plenty of ways to stop it. We took mail ballots, and 

you had to have a 75 percent vote of those voting. So if they didn't 

want to, all they had to say was no. And remember, most actors 

aren't working at any given time anyway. A strike isn't quite the 

same, as I say, as the clerk in the grocery store. What the hell he's 

doing in those days I don't know. Selling real estate. But he's going 

to be selling real estate tomorrow, too. And that always concerned 

me, the fact that there are so many people in that type of business 

for whorn--I don't mean this unprofessionally--it's an avocacation: 

they can't be living on what they're making. So it should be easy to 

get a strike vote, too easy. The question is: How are you going to 

settle it? No, there were people who were unhappy with it, because 

they felt that the producers had a point: who the hell ever went 

back twelve years retroactively? Who the hell ever went back 

anything retroactively? Maybe back two months. But twelve years? 

There was a strong feeling that we're out of our minds, but not 

strong enough--Besides that, it wasn't until we were in the strike 

period that the strike period that the deal began to sweeten itself, 

that we began to get an offer of what came to be over $4 million to 

start a pension and welfare plan right now. Most pension plans start 

by money go in and then three, four, five, ten years later you begin 

to be able to buy something with it. This started the day that the 

contract was signed; actors had a pension, actors who had never 

had a nickel put into it, either of their own or producers' money. So 

that all happened out of those little conferences that were going on 

during the six or seven weeks of the strike. Now, during that strike 

period there were actors who- well, there were two kinds of actors. 

There were actors who used to come to the office and say, "This is 

wrong. We ought to be going back to work. We'll never make up 

what you're losing. And if you can get television residuals for us for 



pictures in the future, that's enough." There were other actors who 

said, "Don't sell us out. To the death, by God!" So, it was tough. I 

was just mainly hurt. I had given more credence to that clause than 

I found that it really had substance to, that stop-gap clause. And, 

hell, when they pulled the string at the right time, there was 

nothing. But I felt that all along we had been almost promised that 

someday we will have to work this out. I didn't expect to get 

retroactively what we got prospectively. I expected to get 

something. And they said, in effect, that we did: "We're putting in 

$4 million. That's retroactive pay. We're putting in the pension 

plan." So it doesn't go actor to actor, but all actors benefited. 

Tuchman 

Whose idea was that to establish a pension fund as a way of making 

up those twelve years? Did that come from management? 

Dales 

I think it came primarily :from Charlie [Charles] Boren, who was the 

producers' paid representative. 

Tuchman 

Now, Variety reported that Dick [Richard] Walsh came out here, and 

Variety suggested, or I see in my notes that Variety "wondered" did 

Walsh pressure SAG to settle so that he could get on with his own 

negotiations of 1960. 

Dales 

Well, let me tell you about Walsh, whom I like; but that was ail odd 

situation. I have to go back. Some years earlier, right after Ronnie 

ceased being president in '52 but still on the board, our next task 

was the television commercial negotiations; Walter Pidgeon was 

president. And those were tough negotiations. In the first place, 

they were out of our area, although we had a big membership in 

New York and an office in New York, not nearly as big as here; our 

central office is here. The negotiations occurred and took place in 

New York, and in a field brand new to us: television commercials we 

never heard of. AFTRA [American Federation of Television and Radio 



Artists] thought we couldn't get anything because we'd never gotten 

anything for motion pictures for theatrical; they knew, of course, 

that we'd gotten a good contract for pictures made for television. 

But it was a whole new area. So we started dealing with the 

producers--this is a long story, but I'll try to make it less tedious--

we started dealing with the New York producers, who were just as 

bad, as adamant--nothing!--as the producers here. So we 

broadened the scope. It occurred to us, "You guys don't run this 

business anyway. Advertising agencies run the business." We 

invited the advertising agencies in, and they came in; but they 

listened to the producers, and the producers were afraid, again, that 

whatever we did in com mercials would somehow flow over into the 

entertainment films. And finally we had to strike--a three-month 

strike. (So, this was not the longest strike.) That strike, we thought, 

was never going to end. Three months is a long time for no 

commercials, and it was tough to win because meanwhile AFTRA 

was making live commercials, tape commercials even. But they did 

want film commercials very badly. All right. We were making 

threats, and we went to Walsh. Walter Pidgeon gave a party at his 

home in Bel Air, at which Ronnie was present, and we had Walsh 

out. It was small, just a group of our officers and leading board 

members, and we told Walsh our problems with television 

commercials. If you make a commercial for Ford Motor Car, you're 

never going to work for another motor car company: that kind of 

thing. It was new to him; he'd never thought of that. So we said, 

"We want your support in this strike. We don't want you to go out, 

but don't make waves. Be with us." And he was. All right, now back 

to '60. We said the same thing about television motion pictures: we 

want to be paid for motion pictures going into television; it's going 

to hurt the actor; his face is on the screen, and the more he's seeri, 

the less he's going to be employable. Walsh didn't buy it. He said, 

"No, I can see it in conunercials, but I sure don't see it here. I think 

you guys are crazy. You're wrecking the business. You know, you're 

not going to do it. You're not going to get my support." Not only 

that, but suddenly there appeared in the trade papers a statement 



by Walsh that whatever we got he was going to get for his union 

two or three times over that amount. 

Tuchman 

In terms of scale or in terms of residuals? 

Dales 

In terms of payment for the reuse of theatrical motion pictures in 

television. Well, that was supposed to be the full IA. So we called 

Walsh, and Ronnie and I met him in my office. Walsh came with his 

coterie of some leaders, and Ronnie just really let him have it. I 

thought we were going to be in one of those good, old-fashioned 

fistfights. He said, "It's the lousiest bit of strike breaking I've ever 

seen in my life. That's all it was, was plain strike breaking." Walsh 

was red-faced, and the guys were on their feet. And Walsh--he was 

no fool--he said, "Sit down, fellows." So he said, "I don't look at it 

that way. It just was a statement of fact. If it's good enough for 

you, it's good enough for us. I don't buy your 'use up of your face.' 

If the pictures are going to be shown there, then they're not making 

pictures for television; our men are losing work. And I'm just saying 

that's the way it is." So, we did have that contretemps, and that's 

the way it ended. It didn't have any effect. Yes, sure, they were out 

of work, too. It wasn't just that their negotiations were waiting. 

They weren't working. He was unhappy. But Ronnie really was 

rough with him. It was an unheard of, unprecedented thing for a 

labor leader in this field to do. So, we went ahead, and we finally 

made the deal. After that was done, voted on --again, 

overwhelmingly accepted (it wasn't too far into Ronnie's term by 

then)--it was about June that he said to me, "I know I came back 

for a purpose, and it's been accomplished. I just don't think I should 

stay. And besides which" (and I think this was an excuse) "I have a 

prospect of getting into--" 

Tuchman 

Producing. 

Dales 



"--producing." "Death Valley Days" or something. 

Tuchman 

Actually, he still had a little more on "G.E. [General Electric 

Theatre]" to go, about a year and a half. 

Dales 

Maybe it was "G.E." I don't know what it was. 
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Dales 

I remember the lighter side, too. After board meetings, which often 

ran until twelve or one or two o'clock in the morning, a few of us, or 

several of us, would very often go across the street to the Gotham 

Restaurant, or some restaurant, and get a sandwich, coffee or beer 

or whatever. And then actors, as they would, after a slight bit of 

busi ness, they would begin reminiscing. Ronnie, alongwith Boris 

Karloff and others, would tell stories, which were, oh, just 

wonderful. And I would come home and tell my wife, you know, the 

exact story, even with perhaps a little bit of an accent in it or 

whatnot; and it was fun. Then three weeks later at a party, she'd 

say, "Jack, can you remember this?" I couldn't do the accent; I had 

to do it immediately or not at all. But Ronnie is such a pleasant 

man, and even among actors of consequence, somehow very often 

you'll find that he's going to be at the center, obviously not because 

of his career as an actor, because, you know, that's not the greatest 

career that an actor's ever had. But somehow it ends up very often, 

more often than not, that if there's a central figure in the 

conversation, it's going to be Reagan. 

Tuchman 

The rest of the questions I have, with one exception, are these sorts 

of questions. 

Dales 

Bounce them off me. 



Tuchman 

Maybe you're leading into what I was going to ask, and that is, what 

do actors seem to require of a leader? Is there any general 

statement that you could make? Is there some reason why he was 

such a successful leader among actors even though not the biggest 

star the world has ever known? 

Dales 

What's different about an actors' leader and any other leader? I 

think, one, of course, there is a certain charisma that some people 

have, and he obviously has, that attracts the group he's trying to 

lead. I can't answer you what actors want; but what they get and 

what they seem to appreciate, and when they don't get it they 

make it plainly known: they want an actor who knows his 

profession, who knows what's important to an actor as against a 

negotiator, perhaps someone such as I, who would think that the 

most important thing for that actor has got to be his salary, and the 

actor might find that to be totally not the most important thing; it 

might have to do with the conditions under which he does his vocal 

work after a picture is over when he's in a studio doing his lines 

again. 

Tuchman 

The dubbing. 

Dales 

Dubbing. 

Tuchman 

Looping. 

Dales 

Looping. Looping is the word I was thinking of, the times and 

conditions under which that is done, because he's thinking of his 

career. So they want an actor who knows his profession. They want 

an actor who is not singleminded with regard to a particular kind of 



actor; that is to say, the contract actor versus freelance actor. And I 

think most of all, they want an articulate leader with whom they can 

identify; not a white knight necessarily, but a man who can say to 

the public, and back to them, what they would say if they were 

there. And they got it in him. 

Tuchman 

You mentioned that SAG was in essence a fairly conservative group. 

I had listed Robert Montgomery, Edward Arnold, George Murphy, 

Charlton Heston, John Gavin, and, of course, Ronald Reagan--all of 

whom I think of as fairly conservative people politically. Is there any 

reason why--and I don't know about the rest of the presidents--the 

Guild presidents were often politically conservative men? 

Dales 

No, I can't think that there was. Let me try. One, I'd suspect that, 

contrary to what one might think from just that, that there are more 

Democrats among actors than Re publicans, that there are probably 

more liberal actors than there are conservative actors; but that as a 

union, they think of their union conservatively. Now, many actors, 

of course, wouldn't agree with this; but in the main the majority of 

actors want it to be just that, a union that doesn't intrude into their 

political life. They don't want to be told whom the union thinks they 

should vote for in an election. Now, that's not true of most union 

members. They don't want to see the Guild too much into 

extraneous affairs that do not directly impinge upon the actor. And 

that seems to be true of liberal or conserva tive, oddly enough. 

Tuchman 

Did the Guild ever, for instance, have a political action committee 

that would suggest slates of candidates in public elections? 

Dales 

No, no, on the contrary. Some of our own people asked us for that, 

and we, the board--and the membership up held it--said, 

"Absolutely not. We represent you as an actor whether you are a 

Republican or a Democrat. Whether you are one or the other is your 



affair, and we're not going to make recommendations. We will on 

occasion make recommendations, ask you, urge you to help with 

respect to some particular legislation, but, again, only if we can 

explain to you that this directly affects us as actors." And they just 

hung in there with that. Now, there are actors who think that is 

outrageously old-fashioned, because what good-- You know, you 

can make a point: why do you worry about legislation if you don't 

worry about the legislator who's doing it? If you don't like what he's 

doing, get rid of him, not that act. But we said, "No, the overall 

picture is broader than that. We're just going to take our chances 

fighting legislation." It's not a very realistic viewpoint when you're 

trying to negate something; it's fairly realistic when you're trying to 

create legislation for your own good or to fight, as we've had to do 

in Sacramento and Washington all our lives, for and against 

regulations which to our minds unfairly affect actors, like salary 

stabilization. 

Tuchman 

I was going to say, "Like salary stabilization." 

Dales 

Or like some crazy treaties that this country used to make, treaties 

which talk about money you earn abroad.I when is it not taxable? 

And they would give all kinds of relief, unless you were a 

prizefighter or an actor--written in the treaty. So we raised hell; and 

in '52, the treaty with England, already written and approved by 

Parliament, we got it to be changed and to delete actors. 

Tuchman 

The only issue that we haven't touched on in any way was the 

business of MCA [Music Corporation of America] being allowed to 

operate both as a production company and as an agency. What role 

did Reagan play in that? 

Dales 

You know, I thought of that just a moment ago. I thought the same 

thing: the one thing we didn't talk too much about, because in '60 I 



said we had so much going, and '60 was the time we ended that. He 

had more to do with ending it than he did with the beginning of it. 

Tuchman 

That's interesting. 

Dales 

I don't particularly recall, oddly enough--I should- Reagan as a 

specifically outstanding separate figure from anybody else. At the 

time, you recall we had said earlier that in '48, '49, '50 what 

occurred to us was that we were fighting for jurisdiction but 

nothing's going to happen in that jurisdiction. It was all live; the 

networks and the advertising agencies controlled television, and we 

wanted to hold television here, and no studio at that time would 

touch it. The very things we've been saying: television was their 

enemy. And I'm sure they believed that. I'm sure Frank Freeman, 

Eddie Mannix, Ben Kahane really believed that television had the 

threat of knocking their studios out of the box; at that time they 

believed it. And nobody was making product for television. So, Lew 

Wasserman and Jules Stein came to us and said, "Do you know 

what's happening? It's all going to New York. Your membership is 

going to be a New York membership. Your guys here are not going 

to get a whiff of it," which we already knew. But the only reason 

they brought it to us was that "We would like to do it. We'd like to 

go into it, and we'll guarantee to make lots of filmed television if 

you can work it out with us as an agent." Well, of course, that was a 

shocking thought then, but we thought about it. I don't know if 

you've ever looked at the deal that we made, but they could not 

charge their own clients any commission; if they ever put their 

client in a picture made by them, he had to get the highest salary 

he'd ever gotten in any picture in his life. It was just loaded with 

that kind of thing. We were scared that we were going to lose 

television, and that's the way that started. 

Tuchman 



What year was that, do you remember? Reagan wasn't president 

then, was he? Or was he the president? 

Dales 

Do you really want to know? I've got it upstairs. 

Tuchman 

Actually I've got an article, and I can look it up. 

Dales 

No, I suspect Reagan wasn't president. Damned if I know. Nineteen 

fifty? In that case, it was close to Reagan. 

Tuchman 

I can look it up myself and insert it as a footnote in the text. 

[Checking Ellen Farley and William K. Knoedelseder, Jr., "Ronald 

Reagan in Hollywood: The Making of a Saga," Los Angeles Times, 17 

August 1980, the agreement with MCA was concluded in May 1952, 

just a few months before the end of Reagan's fifth term as SAG 

president. [M.T.] 

Dales 

But as I say, for some reason I don't remember Reagan as being 

particularly-- 

Tuchman 

And how about in the ending of it though? 

Dales 

Well, I remember talking to Reagan about it, and Reagan had had 

MCA as his agent. I. guess he still-- 

Tuchman 

Forever. 

Dales 



I remember talking to him about it and getting encouragement. 

That's all. I said, "You know, this is getting beyond the pale now, 

because there's no way we can hold off, ultimately, other agencies 

wanting to do it; and I don't know if we could trust them, no matter 

what we write in. And a lot of actors are unhappy, because they 

think, no matter what is said, there are just ways that they may be 

held for a part or out of a part. So there isn't any commission. If 

MCA as a producer thinks that it would be a better picture to have, 

let's say, Leon Ames in it, whom they happen to represent, than 

somebody else, then they're not going to be pushing maybe for 

Leon Ames to be in a pic ture at Warners if they want him for this. 

And there's no way under the--" You couldn't tell. And I said, "I 

think it's gone on long enough." This was not a sudden thought on 

my part. Our counsel and I had talked about it, and some actors 

had talked about it. Reagan agreed. It did its work, but it's got to 

come to an end. Now, I don't remember too much, because the 

negotiations, oddly enough, involved counsel and staff rather than 

the board. The board said, "Go ahead, you're right." But we did it. 

Tuchman 

Do you think there was any-- 

Dales 

Personal? 

Tuchman 

--personal conversation between Reagan and Wasserman? 

Dales 

No. 

Tuchman 

Or Reagan and Stein? 

Dales 



They were very close for a while, but by that time they had split. 

Reagan really was more with Taft Schreiber than with Wasserman. I 

don't know what happened. 

Tuchman 

But Schreiber was also--I mean he was MCA. 

Dales 

I know, but you said between Reagan and Wasserman. 

Tuchman 

Oh, I see. 

Dales 

No, don't think there was, and that's the kind of thing that 

Wasserman--we've negotiated with Wasserman, not with Schreiber. 

Tuchman 

Not with Schreiber. Was Schreiber at that time more involved in 

agency work than in production work? 

Dales 

Yes. 

Tuchman 

It gets really random when I just pick up the things that are-- 

Dales 

Sure, go ahead. 

Tuchman 

I listed a few people. I wondered how influential they were in 

different periods in Reagan's tenure within the Screen Actors Guild. 

One, of course, is Roy Brewer and, in general, the Motion Picture 

Industry Council. Was--? 

Dales 



I'm at a loss, too, about the Motion Picture Industry Council. I 

know, of course, of Reagan's participation in it. Roy Brewer was 

close to Reagan--and I guess he still is to a degree--but that was all 

over the non-Communist thing. Roy Brewer, a friend of mine, is a 

gung-ho anti-Communist. I used to say he saw Communists under 

every bush, you know, that kind of thing. He's not uneducated. He's 

remarkably well educated in that field as in others, and he can 

argue me under the table with respect to it. But I still always had a 

little thing in the back of my mind, I don't want to be that involved; 

I'm not that gung-ho. But he and Reagan were very close, and they 

worked very hard together during the time that I mentioned--'48, 

'49, early '50--of working with people who were either accused or 

who had been accused correctly, let alone falsely, of trying to get 

them to turn around. So, they worked very closely together. Roy, I 

think, still sees him occasionally. 

Tuchman 

Did Brewer have any influence within Screen Actors Guild affairs, do 

you think? 

Dales 

No. 

Tuchman 

None whatsoever? 

Dales 

No, no, no. It would be very difficult--I can't think of a particular 

circumstance--but if Roy had persuaded Ronnie to take a particular 

viewpoint, the normal course of events would be, with Reagan at 

least, that he would come to me first, "What do you think about 

this?" Not that he would necessarily take my advice, but he would 

give me good attention; and so, if I thought it was something that 

concerned me deeply, I'd say, "Well, let's call in the executive 

committee." Or Reagan would sometimes come in with a thing that 

would just blow me out of the office, and I'd say, "Ronnie, you're 



out of your mind! You can't do this. I don't know where you get 

such ideas." 

Tuchman 

Can you think of an example? 

Dales 

Yeah, I can think of one; it was probably in his last year. He said, 

"You know, Jack, the Guild is so well thought of, is so popular, and 

does such one hell of a job, do we really need a union shop? Why 

don't we just say, 'If you don't like it, don't be a member. If you 

want to join, fine; but if you don't like it, you don't have to be a 

member, we'll still represent you.'" And I said, "Ronnie, you're out 

of your bloody mind. Every time any actor got the slightest gripe, 

he'd quit paying dues, and we wouldn't have a union. Not only tha I 

can just see it leading to an alternative union. The Teamsters would 

move in, and say, 'Well, we'll take one where you have to be.'" He 

accepted it. But it was just a grandiose--"We're so damned good, 

why do we need a union shop?" 

Tuchman 

Is he likely to just articulate an idea the minute he gets it rather 

than ruminate over it before making it public? 

Dales 

Oh, no, he may articulate it, but, as I say, he doesn't take it and 

run with it. He will examine it himself, but he will listen closely to 

other people's ideas about it. He's a good listener. Maybe that has 

something to do with his being president today: at least he will 

listen to his people. I think he does two things well; and I say this 

because I'm not involved--he didn't choose me, I was there: I think 

he chooses the people around him quite carefully, maybe out of his 

own knowledge and friendship; but some people certainly he's 

picked up whom he obviously never heard of before. So, he picks 

them carefully and then he relies on them tremendously. 

Tuchman 



How about in SAG? Are any of the subsequent people that we know 

of as officers of SAG, were they proteges of his, in his leadership? 

Dales 

Proteges? You mean subsequent leaders? 

Tuchman 

Yeah, I mean in terms of picking people, did he encourage any 

particular actors that he thought might be good to be very active in 

SAG, and these people, in fact, succeeded him to-- 

Dales 

Oh, yes, as board members, he did, but not as officers. 

Tuchman 

Who were some of the people? 

Dales 

Bill Holden, I think particularly, he brought him in. Some I've 

mentioned-- 

Tuchman 

Reagan brought Holden in? 

Dales 

Yes. He brought him into the inner workings of the thing and made 

him an interested, active participant. It's hard for me to just pick 

them up by name. 

Tuchman 

Well, Holden was one I was going to ask you about. I noticed in 

watching all the Reagan pictures, when I was writing the piece on 

him strictly as an actor, there was a time, early fifties, when, in 

fact, his performances resembled those of Holden. He made a movie 

called Hong Kong, where he wore a leather jacket; he could have 

stepped off the set of Stalag 17, except the script wasn't very good. 

And he had a trick lighting a cigarette--I don't know what it was--



and he was very cynical in that picture and in another Rhonda 

Fleming film, Tropic Zone. Some friends of mine and I noticed in 

watching and screening those on a living room wall that there was 

something about his performance that was beginning to look like 

William Holden. That was why I was going to ask, was Holden the 

one who influenced him- clearly as an actor? Or was he the one who 

influenced Holden, or was it a friendship? 

Dales 

There was a close friendship, and I think both things are right. I 

think it's not unlikely that Holden influenced him as an actor, and I 

think he influenced Holden as a Guild member. 

Tuchman 

Holden was the best man at the wedding. 

Dales 

They were very close, very close. I think that's a fair statement. But 

they had a lot of common interests: they both, as a matter of fact, 

were wine connoisseurs. 

Tuchman 

That I didn't know. 

Dales 

So they would exchange information and wines. 

Tuchman 

The last one want to ask you about is [George] Murphy, because 

Murphy precedes Reagan into the public political domain. Was 

Murphy a partlcular political or any other kind of influence on 

Reagan? 

Dales 

I wouldn't think so. I wouldn't think so. No, they were really 

different types. Again, it's difficult to compare without seeming to 

denigrate, and I don't mean to do that. I think Murphy was Irish-



sharp in a way. I think Ronnie is much more intelligent, more 

intellectual--and I don't claim Ronnie to be a great intellectual, but I 

think he's more so than Murph. I think Murph is a real Irish 

politician, and Ronnie isn't. This is a studied effort on his part--this 

whole thing, the governorship and whatnot-- and I think unexpected 

by everybody. But Murph is Murph, and he is what he is. I don't 

think Murphy could ever express himself, articulate the way that 

Ronnie can, and I don't think he could affect Ronnie. Where their 

political paths crossed and were mutually helpful, I'm sure they got 

along. There was nothing about them that would be antagonistic 

either, but I just never viewed them as close. 

Tuchman 

The only other question I have I've saved to the end because it's so 

far out in left field, it didn't belong in the middle. It starts with 

Reagan today and moves backward to Reagan in about 1948 or '49, 

something I picked up in the Screen Actor magazine. In April of this 

year Reagan pardoned Mark Felt and Edward Miller, the two FBI 

officials who were convicted-- 

Dales 

Yeah, I read that. 

Tuchman 

And one of the reasons that he gave in explaining the pardon was 

that we were at war (the war in Vietnam) and that we were working 

(we meaning the government} we were working to fight foreign 

influence. And I thought it was very curious, because, after all-- 

Dales 

That we were working to what? 

Tuchman 

To combat foreign influence within the states. 

Dales 

Oh, yes. 



Tuchman 

In essence he was saying that the people that Felt and Miller were 

involved in surveilling (if that'sa word) were-- 

Dales 

Yeah, "were dirty bastards anyway." No, meant, that. 

Tuchman 

Yeah, not only that but "foreign-influenced," And I think the 

implication of that is that one cannot be, if not radical, at least one 

cannot be in dedicated opposition to the government without 

appearing to be foreign in some way. That seemed to be an 

implication of that. In any case, what I saw in Screen A.ctor was 

that in about 1948, there was a resolution presented--it was a year 

when twelve resolutions were presented to the membership. 

Dales 

Yeah. 

Tuchman 

And I believe one of those had to do with whether there should be 

separate rules, or different rules, for foreign nationals who were 

members of the Screen Actors Guild. Also the whole time of Sorrell 

and the CSU: I think in those days Communists were--there was 

that whole business of toeing the party line, and the party line was 

not American, it was Russian. 

Dales 

Oh, yes, there's no question about that. 

Tuchman 

I just wonder is he by nature kind of xenophobic? Is that part of the 

makeup, something that goes way, way back? 

Dales 



I must say that that thought had not struck me and would not. He 

was so bitterly anti-Communist. And after all who was he fighting 

then? Of course, we're talking about foreign influence. But the 

people whom he was confronting were his own people, American, 

acting people actually. No, when Reagan says something in that 

tone ovoice, I'm thinking he's thinking of anti-American, not just 

non American--anti-American. Foreign meaning to him "Soviet anti-

Americanism." No, actors always have a problem about foreign 

actors, because, one, the United States Immigration Service does 

little to stop them, whereas the converse is not true. Over there it's 

worth your life to get in. So there's always that problem of unfair 

competition: "You can play both sides of the ocean, but we've got to 

be stuck here." And usually, and unfortunately, sometimes actors 

come over not for important parts, but for less important parts and 

for peanuts; and actors resent that. I resent it. 

Tuchman 

Do they have to work under Guild conditions? 

Dales 

Oh, yes. Oh, yes. We do anyway, but we always had a deal with 

British Equity that anyone of our members working under its 

jurisdiction would join, even before it was necessary. But I have 

fought immigration up and down this land. And the immigration 

department maintains that they're not to blame, after they got 

educated as to what the problem was, but the power of Congress 

didn't give them that power. It could be that he's kind of a Middle 

America guy with that first view of "Who are you, a stranger?" But I 

think he's far too bright to let that be a real influence. But his 

hatred of the Soviets goes back. He's convinced that the world will 

come to an end, you know, if they get too much power. 

Tuchman 

Those, in fact, are the things I was prepared to ask. I just wonder if 

there are things you think I have missed. 

Dales 



No, we did do one [interview] before. I don't know if there was 

anything in there that you were able to use. 

Tuchman 

I certainly looked at my notes, but the effort of this is to have tapes 

on record, so that wouldn't really have helped. 

Dales 

No, I don't think of anything else particularly. As I say, Ronnie is--

sort of epitomizing--how does one do [that]? Roundup? What the 

hell is Ronnie? In my estimation he is exactly what you see. The 

American public got exactly what it saw. He's a nice guy, articulate 

guy, not a deep intellectual, but a very honest man, and has a 

surprising degree, which was not at first apparent, of pragmatism. I 

think--if that's the right word, pragmatic--he is pragmatic. For 

example, his love affair with the Teamsters is unlike the Reagan I 

knew; because, you know, the Teamsters have an unsavory 

reputation in labor circles, less so today, it's true, than in prior days. 

But the very things that Reagan was adamant about, preaching 

about during the time of the Conference of Studio Unions, about the 

necessity of open and aboveboard, clean unions, people might say, 

"Well then, how can he say this about--? How can he be such a pal 

of Frank Fitzsimmons and of the Teamsters?" But I think that's 

pragmatism. Hey, they were the only union of importance that went 

for him, and he recognizes that. So. But he pretty much is a 

straightforward, honest, aboveboard guy. 
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